
Tracking and tracing of lots, packages and loose parts

Claim Management in real time

Linking pictures to shipping documentation

Button for time-delayed sending in case 
you are temporarily offline 

Digital signature to confirm delivery

Individual storage management

Interface documentation with confirmation of receipt

Safe, fast and transparent

The app for brilliant loose part logistics
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Port-Number 3650 · Alte Ruhrorter Strasse 42–52
47119 Duisburg · Germany
Phone +49 203 803 0 · www.duisport.de

Any questions? Send us an email to: css@duisport.de

We at duisport know the processes of shipping capital 
equipment into the smallest detail. That is why we de-
signed the app with functions that will make your life 
easier and provide transparency for the shipper and the 
receiver. Inside the app you will find this – and much 
more if you want to:

For more than 40 years, duisport packing logistics, a 
subsidiary of Duisburger Hafen AG, is offering its’ clients 
packing concepts and services for transportation from 
large scale industrial plants up to the smallest pieces. 
25 years ago, duisport packing logistics introduced the 
loose parts management system – by then an innovative 
concept unheard of for steering shipping processes as an 
integral part of the overall logistics project management. 
That is why supply chain collaboration and Industry 4.0 is 
more than a concept to us: It has been reality ever since.

As packing specialist with more than 20 facilities in  
Germany, Belgium, France, The Netherlands, India and 
China and our large service portfolio from packing  
via storage to transportation solutions, we are  
successfully positioned on the international market  
and one of the industry leaders today.

A first-class tool for a perfect control  
on your shipping process

Excellent logistics know-how for excellent  
logistics services – worldwide!

Construction Site Organization
Tracking, Tracing



 

The duisport packing logistics app is a smart tool  
that can be used by any authorized user everywhere  
in the world at any time.

Requirement: the dpl loose parts management system  
has been applied during packing and all loose parts and  
packages have been labeled and packed. Then just apply for 
your account at dpl, nominate eligible users along with  
user rights, install the app with the log-in details provided 
by dpl – and you are ready to go. The original details of your 
project have already been downloaded into the app. 

Application: Now you can scan the labels with your mobile 
device or tablet computer – even in case you are offline 
temporarily. At your desktop computer you will get full 
insight into the status and history of your consignment – 
from entire lots until the individual loose part – worldwide 
with GPS coordinates, event notifications in real time, 
photo documentation (if required) and construction site 
logistics.

All you always wanted to know  
at a glance, at one place

The App is available for

The mobile shipping and completeness  
control that fits right into your pocket –
Always and everywhere

Between dispatch and the arrival of investment good 
there often is not just a great distance to overcome.  
It is also time consuming: during ocean transit, on the 
roads, upon arrival, during receiving and during storage 
on the construction site.

Let’s turn this time into a safe and secure time! duisport 
packing logistics has developed an app that provides 
hassle-free and transparent tracking of your goods – until 
storage on site. With this multi-lingual app, you don’t 
need a laptop computer anymore, no permanent internet 
connection is required any longer, no paper for running 
inventory checks and status documentation.

All that you need for tracking your goods from dispatch 
until arrival is your mobile device or tablet computer. 
Anywhere in the world. At any time. 


